
CHEVAL LIBERTE OPTIMAX 4 Horse trailer
DEBON 

  

Product price:  

16,755.20 €  
      

  

Product short description:  

Internal dimension (cm): 490 x 207 x 230

Capacity: 2050 kg

DMC Min: 2700 kg

DMC Max: 3500 kg

  

Product description:  

4 horse trailer CHEVAL LIBERTE, telescopic adjustable partition, opening both way to
welcome the horses, secure them with very easy and safe locking. Partition are fitted
on a sliding rail, to adjust the right space for every horse. Loading with rear ramp or
very low step when used with double doors (optional). Comfortable unloading thanks



to the large front ramp. The trailers are wide enough to also enable horses to half
turn. Complete equipment for the horses wellness including many windows and
openings for an optimal ventilation, and a large sadle room for all you material.

Standard features 

Extra large volume for 4 horses
Coulour of the poliester roof (dark grey, light grey, black, red, white)
Pullman 2 suspension low-profile chassis
Huge sadle room + Large front unloading ramp
Diagonal loading : comfort and safety
3 adjustable sliding partition
Wheels 185R14C with steel rims
Reinforced fiberglass roof and front nose
Aluminium side walls
Side flap with opening windows
Alu floor + rubber mat 8mm
Storage corner
Rear ramp door with automatic roller
Stainless steel tie bar
Side cushions, kickboards, inside light
Spare wheel + holder + cover
Automatic suport wheel

PULLMAN 2 SUSPENSION - closer to car technology, this suspension consists of 4
galvanised steel independent articulated arms with 4 torsion springs and 4 dampers.
This technology ensures unbeatable road-holding capacities. Cheval Liberte factory is
equipped with the newest geneartion laser toolong, which let make trailer lowered.
We get: no slip-way, flat surface. Flooring high 30cm, you won't have a problem
loading. The Pullman suspension greatly reduces shakes, transport noise and absorbs
the bumbs in the road.

 

Information:
Added specification on the website came from producers and distributors pages,



despite the effort while we add them, they could have some mistakes. Descriptions
and photos are not basis for claims from our company. If you found some mistakes in
our description, please let us know to e-mail address sklep@mazzo.pl
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